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!
nulla dies sine linea   Never a Day Without a Line. Horace 65-8 BC 

Never hesitate to imitate another writer. Imitation is part of the creative process for 
anyone learning an art or a craft. Bach and Picasso didn’t spring full-blown as Bach or 
Picasso; they needed models. This is especially true of writing. ~ William Zinsser"

!
Words are sacred. They deserve respect. If you get the right ones, in the right 

order, you can nudge the world a little. ~Tom Stoppard 

Exercise the writing muscle every day, even if it is only a letter, notes, a title 
list, a character sketch, a journal entry. Writers are like dancers, like 
athletes. Without that exercise, the muscles seize up. ~ Jane Yolen	  

!
If you tell your students what to say and how to say it, you may never hear 

them, only the pale echoes of what they imagine you want them to be. 
~Donald Murray
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148 THE READING ZONE

alliteration – the repetition of beginning 
sounds, usually consonants, in neighboring 
words

allegory – a story with a second meaning 
hidden inside its literal one

allusion – within a poem, a reference to a 
literary work or an event, person, or place 
outside the world of the poem

anaphora – repetition in which the same word 
or phrase is repeated, often at the beginning of 
lines

anastrophe – a deliberate inversion of the 
normal order of words

annotation – a reader’s written comments on 
a poem

anthology – a book of poems by different poets

assonance – the repetition of vowel sounds in 
neighboring words

cadence– a rhythmic pattern that’s based on 
the natural repetition and emphases in speech

caesura (si·ZHOOR·uh) – a slight but definite 
pause inside a line of a poem created by the 
rhythm of the language or a punctuation mark, 
e.g., a period, dash, or colon in the middle of a 
line

cliché – an expression that has been used so 
much it has lost its freshness or meaning, e.g., a 
rainbow of colors, as busy as a bee, a blanket of 
snow; note: the adjective form is clichéd 

close form – poetry written to an established 
pattern, e.g., a sonnet, limerick, villanelle, 
pantoum, tritina, sestina, or rondel

collection – a book of poems by one poet

concrete – a real, tangible detail or example of 
something; opposite of abstract or general

couplet – a pair of lines, usually written in the 
same form

connotation – the emotions and associations 
that a word suggests beyond its literal meaning

denotation – the literal or dictionary meaning 
of a word

diction – a poet’s word choices

elegy – a poem of mourning or praise for the 
dead

end-stopped line – when meaning and 
grammar pause at the end of a line:  a line-
break at a normal pause in speech, usually at a 
punctuation mark; the opposite of an enjambed 
line or enjambment

enjambed line – when the meaning and 
grammar of a line continue from one line to the 
next with no pause; also called a run-on line

epigraph – a quotation placed at the beginning 
of a poem to make the poem more resonant

figurative language – comparisons between 
unrelated things or ideas: metaphors, similes, 
personification, and hyperbole are all types of 
figurative language, which reveals the familiar 
in a new, surprising way; the opposite of literal 
language

free verse – poetry that doesn’t have a set 
rhythm, line length, or rhyme scheme; it relies, 
instead, on the natural rhythms of speech; 
today the most widely practiced form of poetry 
in the English language 

form – the structure of a poem; how it is built

Appendix A
What We Talk about When We Talk about Poetry
A Lexicon
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hyperbole –when a poet exaggerates on 
purpose for effect

image/imagery – a sensory response evoked in 
the mind of a reader by the diction in a poem; 
not just visual but any sensory impression—
sound, touch, taste, odor—inspired by language

irony – when a poet says one thing but means 
something else

line – a group of words in a row; the unit of a 
poem

line break – the most important point in a line 
of poetry:  the pause or breath at the end of a 
line

literal language – the straightforward 
meanings of words; the opposite of figurative 
language

lyric poetry – short poems (fewer than sixty 
lines) about personal experiences or feelings; 
most verse written today is lyric poetry

metaphor – a comparison in which the poet 
writes about one thing as if it is something else:  
A = B, with the qualities of B transferred to A

open form – see free verse

oxymoron – a figure of speech that combines 
two words that contradict each other, e.g., 
bittersweet

personification – a comparison that gives 
human qualities to an object, animal, idea, or 
phenomenon

poet laureate – a title given to an outstanding 
U.S. poet by the Library of Congress, usually for 
one or two years

prose poem – a piece of writing that has poetic 
features—rhythm, imagery, compression—but 
doesn’t rhyme, conform to a set rhythm, or 
break into lines

rhyme scheme – the pattern of rhyming in 
a poem; to describe the pattern, each line is 
assigned a letter, and lines that rhyme are given 
the same letter, e.g., abab

sensory diction – language in a poem that 
evokes one of the five senses

simile – a kind of metaphor that uses like or as 
to compare two things:  A is like B

speaker / persona – the voice that speaks 
the words of a poem, not necessarily the same 
person as the poet

stanza – a line or group of lines in a poem 
that’s separated from other lines by extra 
white space; a division in a poem that occurs 
at a natural pause or at a point where the poet 
wants to speed up or slow down the poem, shift 
its tone, change the setting, or introduce a new 
idea or character

symbol – a thing or action that represents, in 
addition to itself, something else

tercet – a unit of three lines, usually written in 
the same form

theme – an idea about life that emerges from 
a poem

tone – the attitude of the speaker or poet 
toward the subject of the poem or toward the 
reader

tricolon – a rhythm, pattern, or emphasis used 
three times; a.k.a. “the power of three”

turn – a point in a poem when its meaning 
moves in a new, significant direction, or its 
theme emerges



Quick	Write	Invitations:	the	power	of	Microbursts	(a	small	and	intense	downdraft)	
	

Our	students	are	terrified	of	failure	when	they	need	to	know	how	to	make	use	of	it.		
They	have	been	taught	by	teachers	and	parents,	the	press,	and	their	own	instinct,	that	everything	must	be	done	
perfectly	the	first	time.	They	are	inhibited,	constipated,	frightened—in	no	condition	to	produce	good	writing.		

Writing	that	is	written	to	avoid	failure	guarantees	mediocrity.	
~Donald	Murray	

	
We	must	build	a	volume	of	ideas	and	confidence	with	young	writers.	We	must	lead	
them	to	practice	revision	as	a	daily	habit.	
	
Why	write	with	your	students?	Passion	is	contagious.	Every	teacher	needs	to	live,	learn,	
and	discover	ideas	in	writing.	The	language	we	use	in	our	teaching	is	embedded	with	
values	and	beliefs,	our	hope	and	vision	for	each	of	our	students.	The	standards	do	not	
prevent	creative,	imaginative	writing.	We	do.	We	prescribe,	assign,	and	rubric-ize	the	
imaginations	and	individual	expression	of	writers.	Teaching	is	about	our	force	of	will—
our	vision.	Our	vision	determines	practice.	Practice	determines	possibility.	
	
You	might	start	with	generating	ideas	in	story:		

• list	addresses	where	you	have	lived,	star	the	one	that	is	most	vivid	to	you	
• read	several	poems	from	George	Ella	Lyon’s	Many	Storied	House	and	quick	write	

2-3	minutes	after	each		
• sketch	the	floor	plan	of	the	address*	(or	sketch	your	neighborhood):	as	you	

sketch,	let	memories	come	and	jot	notes	to	yourself	(where	do	stories	live/hide)	
• turn	and	talk	to	a	partner	about	your	sketch	
• write	for	about	10	minutes:	keep	the	camera	on	one	story	and	stretch	out	that	

moment	(called	a	long	write	in	my	class—this	will	be	an	initial	writing	
assessment)	

	

 
 

Students	reread	and	revise	at	the	end	of	our	burst	of	quick	writes	as	regular	practice.	As	
author	Chris	Crutcher	said,	“Why	invest	in	revision?	Because	messing	with	language	
makes	us	smarter.”		
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A Letter to the Girl I Used to Be 

by Ethan Walker Smith 
 
Dear Emily, 

Every time I watch baseball a voice 
I no longer recognize whispers 
“Ethan, do you remember? 
When you were gonna be the first girl in the major leagues- 
Seattle Mariners. Rally cap.” 

To be honest, Emily, I don’t. 
Dad told me that like it was someone else’s bedtime story. 

But I know you had that drive, 
didn’t let anyone tell you to wear shorts above your knees 
didn’t care if boys thought your hair fell on your shoulders just right 
but with girls 
sleepovers meant the space between your shoulder and hers was a 6-inch fatal territory. 

The year you turned eleven was the first time you said out loud 
that you didn’t want to live anymore. 
In therapy you said you wouldn’t make it to 21. 
On my 21st birthday I thought about you, 
you were right. 

At nineteen you started to fade. 
I tried to cross you out like a line 
in my memoir I wished I could erase completely. 
And maybe I’m misunderstanding the definition of death 
but even though parts of you still exist you are not here- 
most of my friends have never heard your name until now. 

I’ve been trying to write this letter for six months. 
I still can’t decide if it should be an apology or not. 
But now you will never hear “Emily Smith” announced at a college graduation, 
get married, have children. 

I made the appointment, 
to let a doctor remove your breasts so that 
I could stand up straighter. 
Now even if I somehow had those children, 
I wouldn’t be able to nourish them. 
My body will be obsolete, 
scarred cosmetic, but never C-section. 

I was four days late 
they will never be grandparents 
I was one week late 
they will never hold their lover’s sleeping figure. 
I was eleven days late 
they will never breathe in a sunset and sunrise in the same night. 
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I was two weeks late 
they will never learn to jump rope. 
I was three weeks late 
they will never shout “Watch Mommy! Watch me on the slide! 

I was two months late. 
A piece of us will never wrap their arms around our leg for comfort, 
or just to keep them from falling down. 

And I am, sorry, 
that this process is so slow 
and all you can do is wonder if you ever had a place. 
You did. 
You still do. 
Don’t forget that. 

Yours, 
Ethan 

p.s. I never hated you. 
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Shake the Dust by Anis Mojgani 
 
This is for the fat girls. This is for the little brothers. This is for the schoolyard 
wimps. This is for the childhood bullies who tormented them. This is for the 
former prom queen. This is for the milk crate ball players. This is for the nighttime 
cereal eaters. This is for the retired elderly Wal-Mart storefront door greeters. 
 
Shake the dust. 
 
This is for the benches and the people sitting on them. This is for the bus drivers, 
driving a million broken hymns. This is for the men who have to hold down three 
jobs, simply to hold their children. This is for the night schoolers, and the 
midnight bike riders who are trying to fly. 
 
Shake the dust. 
 
For the two-year-olds who cannot be understood because they speak half 
English and half God. Shake the dust. For the girls with the brothers that are 
crazy, shake the dust.  
 
For the boys with the beautiful sisters, the gym class wallflowers, the twelve-
year-olds afraid of taking public showers, the kid who's late to class 'cause he 
forgot the combination to his lockers, for the girl who loves somebody else, shake 
the dust. 
 
This is for the hard men, who want to love, but know it won't come. For the ones 
who are told to speak only when spoken to, and then are never spoken to, the 
ones who the amendments do not stand up for, the ones who are forgotten:  
 
Speak every time you stand, so you do not forget yourselves. Do not let a second 
go by that does not remind you that your heart beats nine hundred times a day, 
and there are enough gallons of blood to make you an ocean. 
 
This is for the police officers. This is for the meter maid. This is for the celibate 
pedophile who keeps on struggling. This is for the poetry teachers. This is for the 
people who go on vacations alone, and for the crappy artists and the actors that 
suck, shake the dust. 
 
This is for the sweat that drips off of Mick Jagger's lips, for the shaking skirt on 
Tina Turner's shaking hips, for the heavens and the hells through which Tina has 
lived. This is for the tired and the dreamers, the family that'll never be like the 
Cleavers with the perfectly-made dinners and the sons like Wally and the Beaver. 
For the bigots, the sexists, and the killers, the big-house pint sentence cat 
becoming redeemers, and for the springtime, that always comes after the 
winters. 
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This is for you. 
 
Make sure that, by the time the fisherman returns, you are gone. Make these 
blue streams worth it, because, just like the days I'm burning at both ends, and 
every time I write, every time I bike through the night, every time I open my eyes, 
I am cutting out a part of myself to give to you. So shake the dust, and take me 
with you when you do, for none of this has ever been for me. 
 
All that was placed inside, that continues pushing like waves, pushes for you. So 
take the world by its clothespins and shake it out again and again, jump on top 
and take it for a spin, and when you hop off shake it out again, for this is yours. 
 
Make my words worth it. Make this not just another poem that I write. Not just 
another poem like just another night that sits heavy above us all - walk into it. 
Breathe it in. Let it crash through the halls of your arms, like the millions of years 
and millions of poets that course like blood, pumping and pushing, making you 
live, making you live, shaking the dust, so when the world knocks at your door, 
turn the knob and open on up, and run into its big, big hands with open arms.!



Hands		
by	Sarah	Kay	
	
People	used	to	tell	me	that	I	had	beautiful	hands		
told	me	so	often,	in	fact,	that	one	day	I	started	to	believe	them		
until	I	asked	my	photographer	father,	“Hey	daddy	could	I	be	a	hand	model?”		
to	which	he	said,	“No	way.”	
I	don’t	remember	the	reason	he	gave	me		
and	I	would’ve	been	upset,		
but	there	were	far	too	many	stuffed	animals	to	hold		
too	many	homework	assignments	to	write,		
to	many	boys	to	wave	at		
to	many	years	to	grow,		
we	used	to	have	a	game,	my	dad	and	I	about	holding	hands		
‘cause	we	held	hands	everywhere,		
and	every	time	either	he	or	I	would	whisper	a	great	big	number	to	the	other,	pretending	that	we	
were	keeping	track	of	how	many	times	we	had	held	hands	that	we	were	sure,		
this	one	had	to	be	8	million	2	thousand	7	hundred	and	fifty	three.		
Hands	learn	more	than	minds	do,	hands	learn	how	to	hold	other	hands,		
how	to	grip	pencils	and	mold	poetry,	how	to	tickle	pianos	and	dribble	a	basketball,	and	grip	the	
handles	of	a	bicycle		
how	to	hold	old	people,	and	touch	babies	
I	love	hands	like	I	love	people,		
they’re	the	maps	and	compasses	in	which	we	navigate	our	way	through	life,	some	people	read	
palms	to	tell	your	future,	but	I	read	hands	to	tell	your	past,	each	scar	marks	the	story	worth	
telling,	each	calloused	palm,		
each	cracked	knuckle	is	a	missed	punch	or	years	in	a	factory,		
now	I’ve	seen	Middle	Eastern	hands	clenched	in	Middle	Eastern	fists		
pounding	against	each	other	like	war	drums,		
each	country	sees	their	fists	as	warriors	and	others	as	enemies		
even	if	fists	alone	are	only	hands.		
But	this	is	not	about	politics;	no	hands	aren’t	about	politics.		
This	is	a	poem	about	love,	and	fingers.		
Fingers	interlock	like	a	beautiful	zipper	of	prayer.		
One	time	I	grabbed	my	dad’s	hands	so	that	our	fingers	interlocked	perfectly		
but	he	changed	positions,	saying	no	that	hand	hold	is	for	your	mom.		
Kids	high	five,	but	grown	ups,	we	learn	how	to	shake	hands:		
you	need	a	firm	hand	shake,	but	don’t	hold	on	too	tight,	but	don’t	let	go	too	soon,	but	don’t	
hold	down	for	too	long,	but	hands	are	not	about	politics.	
When	did	it	become	so	complicated?	I	always	thought	it	was	simple.		
The	other	day	my	dad	looked	at	my	hands,	as	if	seeing	them	for	the	first	time,	and	with	laughter	
behind	his	eye	lids,	with	all	the	seriousness	a	man	of	his	humor	could	muster,	he	said,	“You	
know	you	got	nice	hands,	you	could’ve	been	a	hand	model,”	and	before	the	laughter	can	escape	
me,	I	shake	my	head	at	him,		
and	squeeze	his	hand:	8	million	2	thousand	7	hundred	and	fifty	four.	
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The Type 
By Sarah Kay 
 
Everyone needs a place. It shouldn’t be inside of someone else. -Richard Siken 
If you grow up the type of woman men want to look at, 
you can let them look at you. But do not mistake eyes for hands. 
Or windows. 
Or mirrors. 
Let them see what a woman looks like. 
They may not have ever seen one before. 
If you grow up the type of woman men want to touch, 
you can let them touch you. 
Sometimes it is not you they are reaching for. 
Sometimes it is a bottle. A door. A sandwich. A Pulitzer. Another woman. 
But their hands found you first. Do not mistake yourself for a guardian. 
Or a muse. Or a promise. Or a victim. Or a snack. 
You are a woman. Skin and bones. Veins and nerves. Hair and sweat. 
You are not made of metaphors. Not apologies. Not excuses. 
If you grow up the type of woman men want to hold, 
you can let them hold you. 
All day they practice keeping their bodies upright– 
even after all this evolving, it still feels unnatural, still strains the muscles, 
holds firm the arms and spine. Only some men will want to learn 
what it feels like to curl themselves into a question mark around you, 
admit they do not have the answers 
they thought they would have by now; 
some men will want to hold you like The Answer. 
You are not The Answer. 
You are not the problem. You are not the poem 
or the punchline or the riddle or the joke. 
Woman. If you grow up the type men want to love, 
You can let them love you. 
Being loved is not the same thing as loving. 
When you fall in love, it is discovering the ocean 
after years of puddle jumping. It is realizing you have hands. 
It is reaching for the tightrope when the crowds have all gone home. 
Do not spend time wondering if you are the type of woman 
men will hurt. If he leaves you with a car alarm heart, you learn to sing along. 
It is hard to stop loving the ocean. Even after it has left you gasping, salty. 
Forgive yourself for the decisions you have made, the ones you still call 
mistakes when you tuck them in at night. And know this: 
Know you are the type of woman who is searching for a place to call yours. 
Let the statues crumble. 
You have always been the place. 
You are a woman who can build it yourself. 
You were born to build. 
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